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Congratulations on the purchase of your 2015 Special Edition 350M 
HP Ultimate Reference Amplifier. !
French for High Power, Haute Puissance (HP) is a special edition 
350M that is carefully crafted for increased dynamic headroom and 
increased clamping ability of a loudspeaker. This added control 
provides for an even more explosive sonic experience - without 
sacrifice in any way! !
Discerning audiophiles know the flagship Tenor 350M mono block 
amplifier as “sans égal” or “without equal”.  The 2015 Special 
Edition model Haute Puissance extends per channel output power 
from the reference 350 Watts to an amazing 500 Watts @ 8Ω.  
Combined with a two times damping factor and a slightly lower 
noise floor, the “push”/“pull” control of any loudspeaker becomes 
even more effortless and accurate for a true rendering of any 
recording. !
A newly designed transformer boasts a proprietary secondary stage 
that supports a greater reserve for output through optimized 
power regulation and advanced current sharing of the mosfet 
power output modules. !
Tube compliment (per chassis): 
    6 X NOS 7119/E182CC 
    1 X ECC99 
    2 X 12AX7 !
The 350M HP visual is further heightened over the classic Tenor 
cherry wood and metal finish with the addition of internal micro 
LEDs to showcase the inner beauty of the amplifier's internal 
electronics with a soft blue glow!  Your visual experience is further 
enhanced by the blue luminescence of the transformer’s Starfire 
glass lens sitting proud above the amplifier top plate.   !
All of this contributes to the immense beauty of your new Tenor 
Special Edition 350M HP Haute Puissance! !
Available only by special order through select Tenor Dealers/
Distributors worldwide.  



This document is provided as an addendum to the standard 350M 
manual (where greater details are available).  All functions of the 
350M HP Haute Puissance are identical to the 350M - with the 
following exceptions: !

1. The 350M HP Haute Puissance has been built with a new custom 
transformer, optimized power regulation and current sharing - to 
provide over 500 Watts @ 8Ω, 900 Watts @ 4Ω & 1500 Watts @ 2Ω  !

2. Special reserve high gain 7119/E182cc nos tubes (a rare and 
expensive variant of the outstanding 7044 nos tube) & 12AX7/ECC83 
Mullard tubes contribute to the Haute Puissance explosive 
performance. !

3. Micro LEDs bathe the inner workings of each chassis to allow the 
internal beauty of each Haute Puissance to shine through.  An on/off 
switch for these lights is located on the bottom-front of the 
amplifier just to the left of the “mute” button as can be seen in the 
picture below:  ! !

"  !
4. The main fuse in 2XX voltage systems has been increased to 10 Amps 

to accommodate greater startup surges.  The main fuse for 1XX 
voltages at 15 amps is unchanged. !

5. Many believe the Starfire Crystal on top of the transformer has 
mystical properties that collaborate with the 350M HP Haute 
Puissance in the reproduction of sound.  Of course, you can judge for 
yourself but everyone agrees it sure looks great! !
Installing the Starfire Crystal takes some special care as can be seen 
from the following pictures.  Please use the white gloves provided to 
remove the Starfire Crystal from its packaging and to install it safely 
atop the transformer and to avoid fingerprints on the underside of 
the glass. 



!
A. With white gloves (provided) on, carefully remove Starfire Crystal 

from packaging and insert in top cutout as shown: !

"  !!!
B. Carefully lower Starfire Crystal by transferring grip slowly and 

surely to sides of Crystal as shown below: !

"  !



C. Once Starfire Crystal is set in position carefully rotate until the logo 
is aligned with the amplifier top and the Crystal  has equal space all 
around it: !

"  !!!
D. You are now ready to power up the finest amplifier in the universe.  

Please refer to the standard 350M manual to familiarize yourself 
with the operations and features of its use: !
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